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In this paper, we discuss the diachronic change that affected dative/indirect objects in Brazilian Portuguese (BP), as in (1):

(1)  a. Eu dei- lhe/ a ele o livro.
I gave-himCL the book.
b. Eu dei o livro a ele /para ele.
I gave the book to him

Although superficially similar, these structures actually corresponded, in previous stages of BP, to two different constructions in the context of ditransitive verbs: a) the double object (applicative) construction; b) the prepositional ditransitive construction. The change which affected BP is that the applicative construction was lost (although the double object construction remained only in some dialects), while the prepositional ditransitive construction took over.

This process is related to the change in BP pronominal paradigm, which affected the 3rd person (dative and accusative) clitics and led to the loss of lhe, the former head of the applicative construction. This item used to pronominalize the sequence a DP, in which we have a dummy preposition solely marking dative case – with the loss of lhe, we have the loss of the applicative construction and the indirect objects are now only available with lexical prepositions (a or para). We have empirical evidence which show: a) the rise of the preposition para in ditransitive constructions; and b) the loss of morphological distinctions in BP pronominal paradigm: with the loss of clitics, the lexical pronouns are used for all grammatical functions – former nominative forms are used for accusative/dative constructions, for example.

Studies with data from different regions of Brazil and from documents dated of the XVIIIth-XXth centuries show that the preposition para is rarely found in ditransitive constructions until the end of XIXth century. On the contrary, it can reach 93% of the data obtained from samples of spoken BP (BP dialects behave differently in using less or more para; nonetheless, the preposition para is always preferred in relation to the a variant). An inverse process affected dative clitics, leading to the picture we have in the XXth century (Cyrino 1998; Berlinck (2000, 2001); Gomes (2003); Salles & Scherre (2003); Iseke Bispo (2004); Torres-Morais & Berlinck 2006)).

This change is reminiscent of the change which affected Old English double object constructions, in which there was morphological case, and variable order (Direct Object-Indirect Object/ Indirect Object – Direct Object). It is traditionally accepted (cf. McFadden 2002) that this construction appeared due to the ambiguity caused by the loss of case distinctions in Middle English. The construction with to-dative was possible from sentences with to + human goals, in which the preposition was reanalyzed as not marking goal, but as a dative marker (due to the similarity between human goals and dative recipients). Besides that, Polo (2002) also shows that the relationship between the loss of the double object construction and the loss of the dative-accusative distinction of 3rd person pronouns in English.
In BP, the functional dichotomy of the preposition/dative marker reinforced by the loss of morphological marking in pronouns led to the change of BP double object constructions.
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